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GROUP-GRADED RINGS AND DUALITY
BY

DECLAN QUINN

Abstract. We give an alternative construction of the duality between finite group

actions and group gradings on rings which was shown by Cohen and Montgomery in

[1]. This duality is then used to extend known results on skew group rings to

corresponding results for large classes of group-graded rings. Finally we modify the

construction slightly to handle infinite groups.

Introduction. In the first section we give an alternate construction of the duality

between finite group actions and group gradings on rings which was shown by

Cohen and Montgomery in [1]. This duality is then used to extend results on skew

group rings and their modules to corresponding results for large classes of group-

graded rings.

In the second section we modify the construction slightly to handle infinite groups

and apply it to a theorem on prime and semiprime infinite crossed products.

I would like to thank my thesis advisor, D. S. Passman, for his guidance and

encouragement throughout the writing of this paper.

1. Finite group-graded rings and the smash product. Let G he a multiplicative

group. An associative ring with identity is said to be G-graded if

(i) r= e E Ri*)
xeG

is a direct sum of additive subgroups R(x), with R(x)R(y) c R(xy). It follows that

necessarily 1„ g R(l) so that each R(x) is a unitary .R(l)-bimodule. If r cz R, we

write r(x) for the component of r in R(x) so that r = zZxecr(x). R is said to be

strongly G-graded if R(x)R(y) = R(xy) for all x,y cz G.

Throughout this section R is assumed to be G-graded, where G is a finite group

with \G\ = n.

Let MG(R) denote the set of n X n matrices over R with the rows and columns

indexed by the elements of G. If a cz MC(R), we write ax y for the entry in the

[x, y]-position of a. Then if a, B g MG(R), the matrix product aB is given by

(2) («/*)*.,=  E«,,Ar
zs=G

If U C G is any subset of G, let R(U) = LxsUR(x). In particular, R = R(G).

Now suppose H cz G is a subgroup of G. We define R (H} c MG(R) by

R{H) = { a cz Mc(R)\axy cz R(xHy~1)},

that is, R{ H) = Ex v^cR(xHy~1)e(x, y), where e(x, y) is the matrix unit with 1^

in the [x, y]-position and zeroes elsewhere. Note that R{G} = MC(R).
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156 DECLAN QUINN

Since R(xHy~l)R(yHz~1) c R(xHz~l), R{H} is a subring of MG(R). Further-

more, 1R g R(l) c R(xHx~l) for each Jt g G, so that / G R{H], where / is the

identity matrix.

R{H) can be viewed as a generalized conjugate of the matrix ring MG(R(H)),

where MG(R(H)) c MG(R) denotes the n X n matrices over the ring R(H). Let D

and D~l he the diagonal subsets of MG(R) given by

(3) D= { a CZ MG(R)\axx cz R(xH) and axy = 0 if x ^ y) ,

D~'={Bcz Mg(R)\Bxx g R(Hx~l) and Bxy = 0 if x # y}.

Then DMG(R(H))Dl c £{//} and D~lR{H}D c MC(R(H)). If « is strongly

G-graded these inclusions are both equalities.

The ideals of R(H) correspond to the ideals of MG(R(H)) and we can extend

this, using conjugation, to a correspondence between the ideals of R(H) and those

of R {H} (see Lemma 1.4.).

Another description of R {H}, as a skew group ring over R (1}, is given in Lemma

1.2. We begin by studying the ring R{1).

First we observe that R can be embedded in R{1} by a ring monomorphism 17,

with i)(l^) = /. We define 17 by ij(r) = Ex yeGr(xy'1)e(x, y) and denote -q(r) by f.

If x, y cz G and r,s cz R then using equation (2) we find

(rs)x,y =  E K,Jz.y=  E r(xz-1)s(zy~l) = (rs)(xy~l) = (rs)x,y.

zeG zeG

Thus fs = rs. Similarly, i\(r + s) = rj(r) + r](s) and so tj is a ring homomorphism.

Clearly tj(1r) = /, 17 is injective and R = ri(R) c #{1}.

We call R{1} the smash product of R with G and denote it by R#G. The

following lemma shows that this definition coincides with the definition of the smash

product given in [1]. Letp(x) = e(x, x).

Lemma 1.1. R#G =®YlxeGRp(x) is a free R-module with basis [p(x)\x g G).

Also, fp(x)sp(y) = rs(xy'1)p(y), where r, s cz R andx,y cz G.

Proof. Notice that r(x)p(y) = r(x)e(xy, y), so fp(y) = T,xeCr(x)e(xy, y) and

Rp(y) = zZx(EGR(x)e(xy, y) is a free ^-module with generator p(y). Now,

^■y^cB-Piy) = T.yeL(fLx&GRix)e(xy, y) = R#G and the sum I.yeGRp(y) is direct

since / = zZt,eGp(y) is a decomposition of / into orthogonal idempotents. The final

formula follows easily.   □

The group G can be embedded in the matrix ring MG(R). Indeed, if g cz G, we let

g = \Zxl=Ge(x, xg). Now g is a unit of MG(R) and G is isomorphic to G, where

G = {g\g e G}, via the map taking g to g. We now describe R {H} as a skew group

ring over R#G.

Lemma 1.2. Let H be a subgroup of G. Then

(i) R {H} = © zZhef{(R#G)h, as a direct sum of abelian groups,

(ii) g-\R#G)g = R#Gforallg cz G.

(iii) R{G} = (R#G)G is a skew group ring of the group G over the ring R#G.

Furthermore, R{H} is the naturally embedded sub skew group ring.
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Proof.

(i) (R#G)h=     E   R{xy-l)e(x,y)lZe(z,zh)
x,y<=G z£C

=     E   R(xy-1)e(x,yh)=     E   R(xhw'l)e(x, w).
x, vGG x.vveG

Since for fixed x, w the elements xhw~l axe distinct for distinct h, it follows from

equation (1) that T.he,HiR#G)h is direct. Also,

E (R#G)h=   E     E   Rixhw-l)e(x,w)
/;<=// heH x,w(EG

=     E      E /^JcAw-'Mjcw)
A:,weG Ae/7

=     E   R(xHw-1)e(x,w) = R{H).
x, we G

(ii)        g"1(A#G)f=   L^u.Mg-1)    E   R{xy-l)e(x,y)zZeiv,vg)

=    E   M^M^S, yg)
x.yeG

= R#G   since (xg)(yg)~   = xy~l.

(iii) Follows directly from (i) and (ii).    □

The duality result of Cohen and Montgomery [1, Theorem 3.5] now follows.

Observe that G - G acts by conjugation on R#G and we let (R#G)G denote the set

of fixed points.

Theorem 1.3. MG(R) = (R#G)G is a skew group ring of G — G over the ring

R#G. Furthermore, (R#G)G = R.

Proof. Since MG(R) = R{G), the first statement is a special case of Lemma

l.l(iii).

If a G R#G note that (g~lag)x y = axg-i yg-u So a cz (R#G)C if and only if

ax y = axg-i -i for all x, y, g cz G and hence if and only if a = fl(lZxeGax x) g R.

a

A group-graded ring R is said to be left component regular if lR(R(x)) = 0 for all

x g G, where lR(R(x)) is the left annihilator of R(x) in R. Right component regular

is defined similarly, and the term component regular is used to imply that both these

conditions hold. If the left annihilator of R(x) in R(x~1), written lR(x-\)(R(x)), is

zero for all x cz G, then we say R is left nondegenerate. It was shown in [2] that if

R(l) is semiprime then left nondegenerate is equivalent to right nondegenerate. It

was also shown that if G is finite, then semiprime implies nondegenerate.

We now use the generalized conjugation to give the ideal correspondence between

the rings R(H) and R{H). If Tis any ring,^(T) denotes the set of two-sided ideals

of T.
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Lemma 1.4. Let R be a G-graded ring with G finite and suppose H is subgroup of G.

Then there exist maps

$:S(R(H))^J(R{H}),       ^:J(R{H}) -»J(R(H))

such that

(i) 4> is injective and if A, B<R(H) then 4>(A)<f>(B) cz <t>(AB),

(ii) if J, K<R{H} then*P(J)xP(K)cz x^(JK),
(iii) \p °4>is the identity onJ(R(H)).

Furthermore, let R be component regular and let KR{H}. Then \p(I) = 0 if and

only if I = 0.

Proof. Let A<R(H) and recall from equation (3) that

D = { a cz Mc(R)\ax x g R(xH),ax ,, = Oifx ¥= y)

and

D-1 = { B cz MC(R)\BXX g R(Hx~l),Bx y = Oifjc *y}.

Take A0 = DMG(A)D~l, where MC(A) is the set of n X n matrices over A. A0 c

DMG(R(H))D1 c R{H}. We claim that A0 is an ideal of R{H}. First we show

that R{H}D c DMG(R(H)). To see this consider the [x, y]-position of each side.

For the left-hand side we get R(xHy~1)R(yH) c R(xH), while on the right we have

R(xH)R(H) = R(xH) since 1 G R(H). Thus,

R{H}A° = R{H}DMG(A)D-1

C DMG(R(H))MG(A)D-1 = DMG(A)D~1 = A0.

Hence A0 is a left ideal of R {H}. Similarly, it is also a right ideal.

Now suppose KR{H). Take /u = {a, ,\a cz 1} cz R(H). Clearly, Ix , is an

ideal of R(H) sinceR{H} D R(H)e(l,l).

We define <t> and $ as follows: If A<R(H), let <j>(A) = A0 and, for KR{H}, take

^(/)=/i,i-

Note that A^x = R(H)AR(H) = A. That is, t// ° </>(^) = A, so (iii) is proved and

also <t> is injective. To complete the proof of (i) note that D~lD c Y.xeCR(H)e(x, x)

cz MG(R(H)). Thus if A,B<R(H) then

4>(/0<J>(fl) = DMG(A)D1DMG(B)D-1

C Z)MC(^)A/C(iv(//))MG(£)D-1 = DMC(AB)D-1 = <^(^B).

To prove (ii) note that e(l, 1) cz R{H} and so if J, K<R{H} then

e(l, l)Je(l, l)e(l, l)Ke(l, 1) c /AT. Evaluating both sides at the [1, Imposition gives

■A.i^i.i = iJK)i,i or equivalently ip(J)ip( K )c ^(JA').

Finally, to prove the last statement, suppose R is component regular and let

J<R{H} with J * 0. Since J * 0, choose « g J\0 and say ax y *= 0. Note that

R(Hx-l)e(l,x)czR{H) and e(y,l)R(y#) c/?{//}, so ^(//^^^(l, x) ■ a ■

e(y, l)R(yH) c /. Thus, $'(J) = Jxx 2 R(Hx~1)ax vR(yH) ¥= 0 since R is com-

ponent regular.    □
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Now suppose H is a fixed subgroup of G and let x cz G. Then the conjugate

xHx1 is also a subgroup of G and we let 4>x and \px he the maps between

^(R(xHx-1)) andJr(R{xHx~1}). Note that jc/^//}*"1 = ^(x/Zx"1} since

xR{H)x~l =x(R#G)Hx-x = (R#G)xHx-1 = R{xHx~x}.

Thus if/!«;?{#} thenxAx 1<\R{xHx-1}.

Lemma 1.5. Let R be a left nondegenerate group-graded ring and let A<R{H) be a

nonzero ideal. Then there exists x cz G such that \px(xAx~l)<R(xHx~l) is nonzero.

Proof. Since A # 0, there exists x, y cz G such that v4x> y ¥= 0. Now^x ve(x, y) c

A and R(yHx~l)e(y, x) C R{H} so that

AxyR(yHx-1)e(x, x) = Axye(x, y)R(yHX-l)e(y, x) c A.

Thus ,4X YR(yHxx) c /lx x. Now since 0 *= .4X v c R(xHy~l), R is left nondegen-

erate, and yHx'1 = (xHy'1)'1, we can conclude that Ax x # 0. But Ax =

(xAx'1), , = \px(xAx~l).    D

A crossed product R*G, where R is an arbitrary ring, is said to be weakly

semiprime if whenever P is an elementary abelian ^-subgroup of G where R has

p-torsion, or P = 1, then R * P is semiprime. In [4, Theorems 1.8 and 1.9] Passman

showed that if R * G is a crossed product with G finite then

(A) the semiprime condition on R * G is inherited by each subring R* H where H

is a subgroup of G;

(B) if R * G is weakly semiprime then it is semiprime.

We can now extend (A) and (B) to corresponding results for more general group-

graded rings.

Theorem 1.6. Let R be a G-graded ring with G finite and suppose H is a subgroup of

G. If R is semiprime then so is R(H).

Proof. Since R is semiprime, so is the matrix ring MG(R). By Lemma 1.2(iii),

MC(R) = (R#G)G is a skew group ring, so (A) applies to give that R{H} =

(R#G)H is also semiprime.

Now suppose KR(H) with I2 = 0. Then by 1.4(i), 4>(I)2 c <p(I2) = 0. But

4>(I)<R{H} and R{H} is semiprime. Thus <f>(I)= 0, and since <f> is injective,

1 = 0.   a

By analogy with the definition for crossed products, we say a G-graded ring R is

weakly semiprime if R(P) is semiprime for P = 1 or P an elementary abelian

/>-subgroup of G, where the ring R(l) has />torsion.

Theorem 1.7. Let R be a G-graded ring with G finite. Then R is semiprime if and

only if R is weakly semiprime and left nondegenerate.

Proof. Suppose R is semiprime. Then Theorem 1.6 implies R is weakly semiprime

and [2, Proposition 1.2] implies R is nondegenerate.

Conversely, suppose R is weakly semiprime and left nondegenerate. To show R is

semiprime it suffices to show that MG(R) is semiprime. In turn, using (B), we need

only show MG(R) = (R#G)G is weakly semiprime.
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Suppose R#G has /i-torsion. Then R has p-torsion, so there exists r cz R, with

r ¥= 0, such that pr = 0. Choose x cz G with r(x) =£ 0 and note that pr(x) = (pr)(x)

= 0. Hence p(r(x)R(x~x)) = 0. But 0 # r(x)R(x~x) c R(l) since fl is left nonde-

generate. Thus if R#G has />-torsion then so also has #(1).

Now consider P cz G, an elementary abelian ^-subgroup of G. We need to show

that R{P) = (R#G)P is semiprime. Suppose KR{P} is a nonzero ideal with

I2 = 0. Then by Lemma 1.5 there exists x cz G such that \px(xlx~l) # 0. Now by

1.4(h), ^x(xlx~1)2 cz tx(xl2x-x) = 4>x(0) = 0. But ^x(xIx-1)<R(xHx1) and

R(x~lHx) is semiprime since x~lHx is an elementary abelian/7-subgroup of G. This

is a contradiction and completes the proof.    □

We now turn our attention to modules over finite group-graded rings. Let V he a

left R-module and let Col G V denote the set of n X 1 column vectors over V with the

positions indexed by the elements of G. If v cz Colc V we write vx for the element of

V in the [x]-position of v. Colc V is naturally a left MG(.R )-module under matrix

multiplication. The action of a cz MG(R) on v cz ColG V is given by

(4) («»),- E «,.,<v
>eG

It can be shown that up to isomorphism all left MG(fl)-modules are of the form

ColG V for some left .R-module V.

If v cz V then we let vf(x) denote the element of ColG V with v in the [x]-position

and zeroes elsewhere. Thus if u cz ColG V then u = lZxeGuxf(x). If RW cz RV are

R-modules we write WessRV to indicate the W is an essential fl-submodule of V.

Also rank R V is used to denote the Goldie rank of V as an R-module.

The following two results are known for modules over crossed products. (See [3].)

Let R be an arbitrary ring and let R * G be a crossed product with G finite. Then

(C) if Kis |G|-torsion free then H^ess^ Fif and only if WessR,G V.

(D)rankfi„cKs£ rank^F^ \G\ ■ rank„„GK

As before we can find analogs of these results for the group-graded rings. Suppose

V is a module over a G-graded ring R. We say V is component regular if whenever

v G V, with v * 0, then R(x)v # 0 for all x cz G.

Theorem 1.8. Let Rbe a G-graded ring with G-finite and let RW c RV be R-modules

where   V is component regular with no \G\-torsion.  Then   WessRV if and only if

WessRXX)V.

Note. Two proofs of this result are given. The first proof uses the smash product

R#G to obtain this result directly from (C). In Theorem 1.9 an equivalent result is

proved by adapting the proof of (C) given in [3].

Proof. It is clear that Wessj,(1) V implies H'ess,; V.

Conversely suppose WessRV. We can form the MC(R)-modules Co\GW and

ColGK. Note that ColG W c ColGK, and by considering the diagonal of MG(R)

acting on ColG V we have that ColG W is an essential MG(.R)-submodule of ColG V.

Since V has no |G|-torsion, neither has ColG V. Thus we can apply (C) to ColG W c

ColG V as modules over the skew group ring MG(R) = (R#G)G to give that ColG W

is an essential R#G-submodule of Colc V.
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To prove IFess^,, Kwe need to show that, if v cz V with v ± 0, then R(l)v n W

# 0. Consider vf(l) g ColcF. Since ColGIF is an essential A#G-submodule of

ColGF, there exists a cz R#G such that avf(l) * 0 and avf(l) cz Co\GW. Using

equation (4) we get avf(l) = T.xeGax ,vf(x). So ax ,v cz W for each x cz G and

since at;/(l) + 0 we can find x cz G such that ax,v + 0. But axl cz R(x) since

a cz R#G, and W is an R-module. Thus R(x~l)ax,v c R(l)v n W and

fl(x_1)ax ,0 # 0 because Fis component regular.    □

Theorem 1.9. Let W cz V be left R-modules and suppose V is component regular

with no \G\-torsion. Then there exists K cz V, an R-submodule, such that W O K = 0

and W ® K is an essential R(l)-submodule of V.

Proof. Using Zorn's Lemma there exists an R(l)-submodule U cz V such that

W ffi U is an essential R(l)-submodule of V. If x cz G it is easily seen, since V is

component regular, that IF ffi R(x)U is an essential R(l)-submodule of V. Thus,

since G is finite, we have that E = C\X(EG(W + R(x)U) is again an essential

R(l)-submodule of V. Note that

Riy)Ecz   r)[R(y)w+R(y)R(x)U]cz   f| (W + R(yx)U) = E.
ieC xG G

Hence E is an .R-submodule of V.

Since W cz E cz W® R(x)U, E can be written E = W ffi Ux, where Ux = R(x)U

Pi E. Let mx he the projection from EtoW relative to this decomposition. Now let d:

E -» Wbe given by 8(t) = ZxeG77x(f), where t cz E.

Let t cz E and write t = w + s where w cz W and s cz R(x)U, so that irx(t) = w.

Now, if r(y) cz R(y), we get r(y)t = r(y)w + r(y)s. Note that r(y)w cz W and

r(y)s G R(y)R(x)U C fl(yx)c/. Thus, 7rvx(r(y)0 = r(y)n> = r(y)<nx(t). Summing

over all x g G, we obtain LxeCwl,x(/'(y)i') = r(y) ■ T.x^GtTx(t), that is 6(r(y)t) =

r(y)0(t). Since 6 is additive, we conclude that 0 is fl-linear.

Let K = kerf?, so A is an .R-submodule of E. If w cz W then trx(w) = vv, so

0(w) = nw. But Fis |G|-torsion free, so K n IF = 0. Also if / g £ and 0(r) = vv, we

note that n/ - vv G ker 0 = K. Thus n ■ E cz W © K and so W © A^ is an essential

R(l)-submodule of E by the torsion free assumption. Finally, since E is an essential

fl(l)-submodule of V we conclude that IF ffi A" is essential as an fl(l)-submodule of

V.    D

In Theorem 1.11 we prove a generalization of (D) but first we require a lemma. A

collection Wx,...,Wk of submodules of a module V is said to be independent if

Wx +  • • • + IF^ is a direct sum.

Lemma 1.10. Let V be an R-module. Then

(i) rankR V = rankMc(R) ColG V.

Furthermore if V is component regular then

(ii) rankfl(1) V = rank R#G Col G V.

Proof, (i) It is easy to see that A/G(R)-submodules of ColGF are of the form

ColG IF where W cz V is an R-submodule. Note that Wx,...,Wk is an independent

set of A-submodules of V if and only if ColG IF,,... ,ColG Wk forms an independent

set of AfG(i\)-submodules of ColG V. This proves (i).
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(ii) Suppose V„...,VS form an independent set of nonzero R(l)-submodules of V.

Then we claim F,°,..., Vff is an independent collection of nonzero (R#G)-submod-

ules of ColG V where

V»-  zZR(x)V,f(x) = (R#G)V,f(l).

Clearly, Vf is nonzero for each i. Also, it is easily checked, since V is component

regular, that R(x)Vx,... ,R(x)Vs is an independent set of subgroups of V. Hence

Vf +  • • • + Vf is direct, and so rank^#GColG V > rank^(1) V.

To obtain the reverse inequality, suppose that UX,...,U, is an independent

collection of nonzero R#G-submodules of Colc V. Let Uf = {u cz V\uf(l) cz U,}

and note that U{ + • • • 4- Uf is a direct sum. Thus, we need only show that each Uf

is nonzero.

Since c/# 0 and U, = T.xfEGe(x, x)U„ we have that e(x, x)U,■ ¥= 0 for some

x cz G. Thus R(x~l)e(l, x)U, = R(x'l)e(l, x) ■ e(x, x)U, * 0 since V is compo-

nent regular. Also, since R(x'x)e(l, x) c R#G, we have that R(x~1)e(l, x)U, c Ut.

But R(xl)e(l,x)U,cz Vf(l), which implies Uf ¥= 0. Thus rank^#GColG V =

rank^(1) V.    □

Theorem 1.11. Let V be a component regular R-module. Then

rank^ V < rankR(1) V ^ \G\ • rankRF.

Proof. Using that AfG(G) = (R#G)G is a skew group ring, we can apply (D) to

conclude

rankw(,(«)Colc v < rank«#GColc v < |G| • rankM(;(R) ColG F.

Now applying Lemma 1.10 gives the result.    □

We conclude this section with a note on graded modules. A left R-module V is

said to be G-graded if V = ®zZxeGV(x) is a direct sum of additive groups such that

R(x)V(y) c V(xy). If v cz V we write u(x) for the component of u in V(x). Clearly,

R is graded as a left module over itself.

If V is a G-graded R-module then we can embed V in ColG V by a map p, where

p(u) = SxeGu(x)/(x) for all v cz V. We write D for p(v) and denote the image of p

by F. It is easily checked that Fis an /?#G-submodule of ColG V. If we let r ■ v = rv

then V becomes an R-module and p is an R-module isomorphism.

In [1] it was noted that the R#G-modules correspond to the graded R-modules.

The map taking Fto V gives one direction. Conversely, if IF is an R#G-module one

can check that taking W(x) = e(x, x)W and r ■ vv = rw for all w cz W gives IF a

graded .R-module structure.

The modules Fand ColG Fare related as follows:

Lemma 1.12. Let R be a G-graded ring with G finite and let V be a graded left

R-module. Then ColG V = © T.g<=GgV and each gV is an R#G-submodule of ColG V.

Thus ColG V is the MG(R)-module induced from the R#G-module V.
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Proof. Note that e(x, y)V(z)f(z) = V(y)f(x) if y = z and is zero otherwise.

Hence

gV=   E e(x,xg) E  V(y)f(y)=   E  V(xg)f(x),
xeG y^G xsG

and since LxeGV(x) is a direct sum, it follows that EgeGgFis also direct. Also,

LgV=  E   E V(xg)f(x)=  E F/(x) = ColGF.
g£C gECieC xeG

Finally, from Lemma 1.2(h), we have that (R#G)g = g(R#G), and so (R#G)gV

= g(R#G)V = gV. Thus gV is an R#G-submodule of ColG V.   D

2. Infinite group graded rings. The constructions of §1 can be repeated, with some

minor changes, when R is G-graded with G infinite. Here we work inside MG(R)—the

set of row and column finite matrices over R with the rows and columns again

indexed by the elements of G. We use MG(R) to denote the matrices with finitely

many nonzero entries.

As before, R can be embedded in MG(R) by a ring monomorphism tj, taking

r = ExeG/"(x) tore MG(R), where fx y = r(xy~l). Now R#G is defined to be the

subring of MG(R) generated by R and {p(x)}x(EG, whexep(x) = e(x, x) cz MC(R).

Lemma 2.1. Let R be a G-graded ring with G infinite. If r, s cz R, then fp(x)sp(y)

= fs(xy~1)p(y) and R#G = R ffi [®T.x£GRp(x)[ is a free R-module with basis

{/) U {p(x)}xec. Furthermore, T,xeGRp(x) = Zx y£GR(xy~l)e(x, y) is an ideal

of R#G which is essential both as a left ideal and as a right ideal.

Proof. The argument of Lemma 1.1 applies again to give that fp(x)sp(y) =

fs(xy'l)p(y) and that Rp(x) is a free R-module with generator p(x). The sum

lZx<=cRp(x) is direct since { p(x)}xeG is a set of orthogonal idempotents. It is easily

checked that lZxeGRp(x) = Ex veGR(xy~l)e(x, y) and so T.x<EGRp(x) n R = 0,

since nonzero elements of R have infinitely many nonzero entries.

It is now clear that R#G = R + zZx<=GRp(x). Note that

R#Gc { a G MG(R)|ax ,, G R(xy~i)}

and

R#G? {aCzM*(R)\ax,i,czR(xy-1)} =     E    R(xy'l)e(x, y).
x, veG

Thus Z.xeGRp(x) = (R#G)C\ Mg(R), and since M*(R)<MG(R), this implies

zZxeGRpix)<R#G. To show that it is essential as a left ideal, let a cz R#G with

a + 0. We can find x cz G such that p(x)a + 0. Note that p(x)a has finitely many

nonzero entries, and sop(x)a cz lZxeGRp(x). Thus, T.xeEGRp(x) is essential as a left

ideal and similarly it is essential as a right ideal.   □

Now G is embedded in MG(R) by the map taking g to g, where g = zZxEGe(x, xg).

As in §1 this map is a group isomorphism from GtoG={g|gGG} and G is a

subgroup of the units of MG(R).
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Lemma 2.2. Let R be a G-graded ring with G infinite. Then

(i) g-\R#G)g = R#Gand(R#G)G = R,

(ii) EgeG(R#G)g 's a direct sum of additive groups,

(iii) (R#G)G is a skew group ring of the group G over the ring R#G,

(iv) (R#G)G = (©EgeGflg) ffi MG*(R) as additive groups and M£(R) is an ideal

of(R#G)G which is essential both as a left ideal and as a right ideal.

Proof. Parts (i), (ii) and (iii) are proved as in the case of G finite.

(iv)        (R#G)G=   E iR#G)g
geG

=   E    B+     E   R(xy'1)e(x, y) g   by Lemma 2.1
g^G[ v.veG

=   E Rg+      E     R(xyi)e(x, y)g.
g^G v.v.gGG

Note that

E     R(xy-l)e(x,y)g=      E     R{xy-l)e(x, yg)
x.y.geG x.y.g^G

=      E     R{xgw-1)e(x,w)=     E   Re(x,w) = M*(R).
x,w,g€G x,w e G

Thus (R#G)G = E,eGRg + Mr*(R).
T.geGRg is a direct sum from (ii), and since nonzero elements of E eGRg have

infinitely many nonzero entries, Eg6GRg n M*(R) = 0.

Clearly, M*(R) is an ideal of (R#G)G. Now if a cz (R#G)G with a* 0,we can

find x cz G such that p(x)a * 0. Note that p(x)a cz M*(R), and so MG'(R) is

essential as a left ideal. Similarly, it is essential as a right ideal.    D

We now define R{H} to be (R#G)H = Lh£H(R#G)h. Note that R{H} c

{a G MG(R)\ax y cz R(xHy~1)}. Now let

R*{H) = {a CZ M*(R)\axy cz R(xHy-1)}.

The following lemma is proved in the same way as Lemma 2.2(iv):

Lemma 2.3. With the above notation, R{H) = Lh^HRh ffl R*{H). Furthermore,

R*{H) is a two-sided ideal which is essential on either side.   □

Lemma 2.4. Let R be a G-graded ring with G infinite and suppose H is a subgroup of

G. Then there exist maps

$:J(R(H))-^J(R{H}),       ):J(R{H})^J(R(H)),

such that

(i) <t> is injective and if A, B<R(H) then <j>(A)<j>(B) C 4>(AB),

(ii) if J, K<R{H) theni>(J)yp(K) C $(JK),

(iii) \j/ o cp is the identity onJ(R(H)).

Furthermore, let R be component regular, and let I<R{H). Then iK-0 = 0 if and

only if I = 0.
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Proof. Let D = zZx(ECR(xH)e(x, x) and let D~l = ZxeGR(Hx~l)e(x, x). If

A<R(H), we take <t>(A) to be DMGX(A)D~1 where Mg(A) is the set of matrices over

A with finitely many nonzero entries. Next, if KR{H] we define ^(/) to be

A,i = {ai,ila e I}- The remainder of the proof is identical to that of Lemma 1.4.

□

As in the case where G was finite, results on infinite skew group rings can be

translated into results on infinite group-graded rings. In Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 we

apply the above construction to a result of Passman [5, Theorem 1.3]. While the

theorem was proved for strongly group-graded rings, we state it for skew group

rings, since that is all we require here.

(E) Theorem. Let R*G be a skew group ring with G infinite. Then R*G contains

nonzero ideals A and B with AB = 0 if and only if there exist

(i) subgroups N AH cz G with N finite,

(ii) an H-invariant ideal I of R with IXI = 0 for x cz G\H,

(iii) nonzero H-invariant ideals A, B<R* N with A, B cz I * N and AB = 0.

Furthermore, A = B if and only if A = B.   □

Let R be a G-graded ring and suppose N<H c G are subgroups. Then if KR(N)

and x g H, we let Ix = R(x~1N)IR(Nx). Ix is again an ideal of R(N). This may

not be a group action on the ideals of R(N) since it is not true in general that

(IXY = Ixv, but we do have I1 = I and (Ix)r c Ix>. We say KR(N) is //-stable if

Ih cz I for all h cz H. If KR(N) is //-stable then I = R(H)IR(H)<R(H) and

/ = / n R(A). In particular, an ideal /<lR(A) is //-stable if and only if / = J n

R(N) for some ideal J<R(H). An ideal K<R(N) is said to be a graded ideal if

K = ®zZxeNK(x), where K(x) = K n R(x) for each x G A.

Lemma 2.5. Let R be a G-graded ring and let N<H c G be subgroups of G. Also

suppose A is an H-stable ideal of R{N}. Then \p(A)<R(N) is an H-stable ideal of

R(N). Furthermore, let I<R#G be an H-stable ideal of R#G such that VI = 0 for all

t cz G\H. Then IN<R{N} andip(IN) is a graded H-stable ideal of R(N) with the

property that ^(IN) ■ R(t) ■ ip(IN) = 0 for all t G G \ H.

Proof. Let A<R{N} and let x cz H. Notice that

R(x-lN)e(l,l)x-1 = R(x-lN)e(l,x-1) C R{N)

since N<H implies x_1A = A*"1. Similarly, xe(l, l)R(Nx) c R{A}. Since

A<R {N}, this yields that

R(x~1N)e(l,l)x-1 -A ■xe(l,l)R(Nx)czA.

But A is //-stable, so that x~lAx = A and e(l, l)Ae(l, 1) = yp(A)e(l, 1). Thus

R(x-1NW(A)R(Nx)e(l,l)czA or, equivalently, R(x~1N)xr>(A)R(Nx) c ^(A),

and so i/(A) is //-stable.

Next let KR#G be //-stable so that J = IN is an 77-stable ideal of R{N}. From

III = 0 for all t cz G \ H we get that JtJ = 0. This follows since // 2 A implies

Nt c G\H. Notice that e(l,l)R(r)r1 c R#G c R{A}, and so since J<R{N}.
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we have that Je(l, l)R(t)J = Je(l, l)R(t)i~l ■ U cz Jul = 0. But e(l, l)Je(l, 1) =

J,,e(l,l) = ^(J)e(l,l), so that J,,R(t) J,, = 0 or ^(J)R(t)^(J) = 0. Finally,

HJ) = (IN)i.x = f E Ih)     =   E (Ih)i.i =   E A.,-
HeJV      'i,i        he\ Ike N

and, since / c R#G, I, h-i c R(h), so that \p(J) is a graded ideal.    □

Lemma 2.6. Let R be a left component regular G-graded ring with G finite and

suppose A is a nonzero ideal of R. Then A0 = nxeG^4R(x) is a nonzero ideal of R.

Furthermore, if A c /, where I is a graded ideal ofR, then A0 c I(1)R.

Proof. It is clear that A0 is an ideal of A*. To show A0 ¥= 0, let x„.. .,xn he a

listing of the elements of G where n = \G\. Now let

B = AR{x„x-„ix)R{xn_xx'„z.2) • - ■ R{x2xx1)R(xx).

Note that B # 0 since R is left component regular. Also,

B = [AR(x„x-nz.x) ■ ■ ■ R(x, + ,x-1)} [R(xiX-},) ■ • • R(x,)\

c AR(x,x~f,x,_,x~}2 ■■■ x2xxlxx) = AR(x,)    for / = 1,2,...,«.

Thus 0 ¥= B c nxecAR(x) = A0.

Finally note that if A cz I then A0 cz 1° and, since / is graded,

1° =  E f fl l(xy-l)R(y)} c  E /(!)*(*) = l(l)R-   □
<eG[)ie<; veG

If 7<l/?(l) is an //-stable ideal then R(H)IR(H)<R(H), and / = R(H)IR(H) n

A»( A) is an //-stable graded ideal of R(N) with / n R(l) = /.

Theorem 2.7. Let R be a left component regular G-graded ring with G infinite. Then

there exists a nonzero ideal A<R with A2 = 0 if and only if there exist

(i) subgroups N<H c G, wi'rri A finite,

(ii) an H-stable ideal KR(1) with IR(t)I = 0 for all t cz G\H,

(iii) a nonzero H-stable ideal A<R(N) with A cz I and A2 = 0, where I =

R(H)IR(H)DR(N).

Proof. Assume R has a nonzero ideal A with A2 = 0. Then M*(A) is a nonzero

ideal of (R#G)G which has square zero. We can apply (E) to give

(a) subgroups A <H c G with A finite,

(b) /' an A7-stable ideal of R#G such thaU'il' = 0 for all t cz G \ H,

(c) a nonzero //-stable ideaM'<!(R#G)/7 with A' c /'Aand(^')2 = 0.

Assume i>(A') # 0 and let B = ^(A') and / = xP(I'N). By Lemma 2.5±B and /

are //-stable ideals of R(N) and / is graded. Also Be/, since A' c I'N, and by

Lemma 2.4(h), B2 = ^(A')2 c t//(0) = 0. Now let / = J n A(l) so that / is an

//-stable ideal of A*(l). Also / = R(H)IR(H) n R(N) is an //-stable ideal of R(N),

and so if we take A = I n B then ^<R(A) is again //-stable and A2 c B2 = 0.

Note that A # 0 since applying Lemma 2.6 to the group A gives that B n IR(N) =£ 0

andA=Bnl^BD IR(N).
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To complete the proof in this direction it remains to show that we can assume

$(A') * 0. Note that since A' ¥= 0, there exist x, y cz G such that A'x y # 0.

A'xve(x, y) cz A'<R{N } and R(yNx~1)e(y, x) c R {A } so that

A'xyR(yNx-l)e(x, x) = A'xye(x, y)R(yNx~x)e(y, x) c A'.

Since A'x is nonzero and R is left component regular, it follows that

A'x v,R(yAx_1) * 0 and hence A'x x ¥= 0. Now

xA'x^AxRiN}^-1 = R{xNx~1}    and   ^(x/FjT1) = /lx x # 0.

Thus replacing /', A', N and // by xl'x'1, xA'x'1, xNx'1 and xHx'1, respectively,

gives the desired result.

Conversely, suppose conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) are satisfied. Let A = RAR<R.

Since A * 0, we have that A * 0. If t cz G \ H then HtH c G\H and thus

IR(t)I c R(H)IR(H) ■ R(t) ■ R(H)IR(H)

czR(H)IR(HtH)IR(H) = 0   by (ii).

Hence,   AR(t)A c /R(0^ = 0.   Next   let   x cz H.   Since   A   is   //-stable,

R(xN)AR(Nx~x) c i. Thus AR(xN)AR(Nx-*) c i2 = 0.  But since R is left

component regular, this implies that AR(xN)A = 0. In particular, AR(x)A = 0.

Thus we have that ARA = 0, and so A2 = RARAR = 0.    □

The proof of the final result is left to the reader.

Theorem 2.8. Let R be a component regular G-graded ring with G infinite. Then

there exist nonzero ideals A, B<R with AB = 0 if and only if there exist

(i) subgroups N<H c G with N finite,

(ii) an H-stable ideal/<R(1) with IR(t)I = Ofor all t cz G\H,

(iii) nonzero H-stable ideals A, B<R(N) with A, B c / and AB = 0, where

I = R(H)IR(H)C)R(N).   D

If M is a graded left R-module, where R is G-graded, then M is said to be graded

Noetherian if M satisfies the ascending condition on graded submodules. We write

K-dim R M for the Krull dimension of M and gr K-dim R M for the graded Krull

dimension of M. The methods of this paper can be used to obtain the following

theorem which extends a result of C. Nastasescu.

Theorem. Let R be a G-graded ring where G is a polycyclic-by-finite group. If M is a

graded Noetherian R-module, then M is Noetherian as an R-module. Furthermore

K-dimR M < gr K-dimR M + h(G),    where h(G) is the Hirsch number of G.

This result will be included in a subsequent paper.
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